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Development
Change of the century 2

Contributors and supporters this month. Top row: Mark Lawrence. Stefano Prato, Flavio Valente,
Claudio Schuftan, Fabio Gomes. Enrique Jacoby. Mark Bittman, Michael Pollan and (middle row)
Ricardo Salvador, Olivier de Schutter. Olivia Yambi, Anthony Fardet, Sara Garduño-Diaz,
Raj Patel, Mark Wahlqvist. Patricia Jaime and (bottom row) Carlos Monteiro. Geoffrey Cannon.
Alan Court, Graham Lyons, George Kent. Then Colin Butler, Stefania Vezzosi, MariaAlvim
The Issue team writes: Mark Lawrence comments on the Brazilian dietary guidelines
(page 1042). Stefano Prato, Flavio Valente, Claudio Schuftan, Fabio Gomes and others
(page 1044) guided our ICN coverage. American food policy for the future is outlined
by Enrique Jacoby (page 1048). Mark Bittman, Michael Pollan, Ricardo Salvador and
Olivier de Schutter make a plan for US farming policy (page 1056). Mark Lawrence,
John Mason and Olivier de Schutter join the WN family (page 1060). Mark Wahlqvist
on the life that lives on and in us (page 1061). Olivia Yambi, Anthony Fardet, Sara
Garduño-Diaz, Raj Patel and Mark Wahlqvist see visions for the future (page 1067).
Patricia Jaime and Carlos Monteiro on the meal-based Brazilian guidelines (page 1085).
Geoffrey Cannon admits errors (page 1097). In Feedback Alan Court, Ted Greiner,
Graham Lyons, George Kent, others, on vitamin A (page 1110), and (page 1123)
Colin Butler on climate, Sara Garduño-Diaz on Kuwait, Stefania Vezzosi on Tuscany,
Maria Alvim on beautiful meals, and Yoni Freedhoff on the need to walk the talk.
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Development. ICN2
The nations united in the public interest?

The official ICN. UN directors-general Jose Graziano da Silva of the Food and Agriculture
Organization, and Margaret Chan of the World Health Organization, at the ICN opening
The Issue team writes: ICN official leaders spoke in solidarity with impoverished peoples.
José Graziano da Silva, FAO director-general, said ‘Our responsibility is to transform
the commitment into concrete results… I hope that during this conference you will
announce targets that go beyond the internationally agreed goals’. Margaret Chan,
WHO director-general, expressed solidarity with impoverished people. ‘In large parts
of the developing world, especially in Africa, smallholder farmers are the backbone of
the economy. Globalisation of an industrialised food supply crowds them out of
traditional livelihoods, often replacing healthy diets with unhealthy ones’. The people
they spoke of were represented at the ICN by 150 civil society and social movement
representatives.

The unofficial ICN. Some of the representatives of hundreds of public interest civil society
organisations and social movements, who gathered to work together in solidarity at the ICN
Access Update on ICN2 here
Access Visions for this Century here
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Brazilian dietary guidelines
The food and meal-based guide for everybody
From foods to meals
Examples of meals taken from Brazilians who base their diet
on minimally processed foods and freshly prepared dishes

Dinner

Rice, beans, ground beef, vegetables
Woman, 28, Mid-West region

Rice, beans, beef liver, zucchini
Man, 33, South-East region

Vegetable soup, açaí, cassava grits
Man, 15, North region

Salad, pasta, chicken
Man, 45, South region

The recommendations of the Brazilian dietary guidelines are based on what 20 per cent of Brazilians
actually eat – see the lunches shown above. This principle can be applied universally, to all countries
The Issue team writes: Minister of Health Arthur Chiaro launched the Brazilian national
official dietary guidelines in Brasília on 5 November. He then went to the UN
International Conference on Nutrition in Rome to spread the word. Three years in the
making, the Guidelines are now also available in English. They are being acclaimed
throughout Latin America and also in high-income countries such as the US and
Australia.
The Guidelines have many special features. They are written in plain language suitable
for consumers and citizens as well as health professionals. They are based on explicit
principles. They celebrate long established food systems and dietary patterns. They
engage with the personal, family, social and environmental aspects of eating. They are
developed from what one-fifth of Brazilians actually do eat, as shown in the slide
above, from a presentation made by Carlos Monteiro in Washington DC. Their
analysis is based primarily on the extent to which food and food products are
processed. Their overall recommendation is always to prefer freshly prepared dishes
and meals based on natural or minimally processed food.
Access Mark Lawrence on the Brazilian dietary guidelines
Access Update on the launch of the Brazilian dietary guidelines
Access Commentary. Patricia Jaime on the Brazilian dietary guidelines
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WN The Food System
Needed: rational US and world food policy

How a national food policy could save millions of lives in the US. Statement in the Washington Post
by (from left above) Mark Bittman, Michael Pollan, Ricardo Salvador, and Olivier de Schutter
The Issue team writes: ‘We've gotten an excellent response from all quarters but the White
House on our food manifesto, but pressure is building on them’ Michael Pollan tells
us. He is referring to the manifesto written by New York Times food columnist Mark
Bittman, Union of Concerned Scientists executive Ricardo Salvador, former UN
special rapporteur on the right to food Olivier de Schutter, and Michael Pollan
himself, published in the Washington Post in November. Olivier also tells us that he is
now determined to give a new focus on food system and food supply issues, and he
has joined the WN editorial family.
The manifesto declares that the US food system is broken and is wrecking the nation’s
health and economy. To fix it, a nine-point plan is proposed. While coming from and
addressed to the US, the plans and proposals of Mark Bittman and his colleagues
necessarily have international implications, including for countries whose food supplies
and dietary patterns are affected by US agriculture, food, trade and aid policies.
.
1
2
3
4
5
6

All people in the US have access to healthful food.
Farm policies are designed to support public health and environmental objectives.
Our food supply is free of toxic bacteria, chemicals and drugs.
Production and marketing of our food are done transparently.
The food industry pays a fair wage to those it employs.
Food marketing sets children up for healthful lives by instilling in them a habit of eating real
food.
7 Animals are treated with compassion and attention to their well-being.
8 The food system’s carbon footprint is reduced, and the amount of carbon sequestered on
farmland is increased.
9 The food system is sufficiently resilient to withstand the effects of climate change

Access Update on Mark Bittman and colleagues manifesto here
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Hot stuff. Evolution. Species. Ecology
Who, what and why are we?

Carl Linnaeus, related by marriage to Mark Wahlqvist, systematised the living world as species.
Charles Darwin followed. Lynn Margulis and many others see not competition but collaboration
The Issue team writes: Mark Wahlqvist (right, below) and Claus Leitzmann (left, below),
contribute to WN this month. Mark Wahlqvist, a former president of the International
Union of Nuritional Sciences, who is of Swedish ancestry, reveals that he is a relation
by marriage of Carl Linnaeus, whose systematisation of the living world as species was
developed by Charles Darwin. But Mark points out that the grand theories of Linnaeus
and Darwin are seriously deficient. The ecological view of life and reality, supported by
knowledge of the human microbiome, is that we and all other species are not really
separate. The interpenetration and collaboration of many organisms in the living world
has immense implications for agriculture, food and health policy.

Champions of agro-ecology, all WN contributors, debating in Giessen. Left to right. Claus
Leitzmann listens, Tim Lang emphasises, Colin Tudge approves, Mark Wahlqvist responds
Access Hot stuff. Evolution. Species. Ecology. Who, what and why are we? here
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Development. ICN2
Visions for this century 2
Bhutan goes organic, Bolivia goes

Seattle, Washington. Cooking adventure school classes for children aged 3 to 12. Learning about food,
and where it comes from, and how to make meals, needs to become a standard for all schools
Brooke Aksnes writes: Five more of us from the WN editorial family summarise our
visions for the future in this month’s WN. Views range from the practical and
optimistic to the ideal and apocalyptic. Next month come our final five visions and our
analysis and discovery of common themes and concerns for this century.

Rio de Janeiro. The Rocinha favela contains more than a quarter of a million people. Human overuse
and abuse of resources is worsened by there being too many humans now living on Earth
Access Development. Visions for this century 2 here
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Hot stuff. Vitamin A
Vitamin A. Food is good medicine

Contributors to WN on global vitamin A policy and programmes. Above, Michael Latham in 2010,
and also John Mason, Ted Greiner, Roger Shrimpton, David Sanders and Joshua Yukich in 2014
The Issue team writes: We at WN believe we have done population nutrition some service,
by publishing ‘The great vitamin A fiasco’ by Michael Latham (above) in our first issue
in May 2010. This has helped to open up debate on global policy to prevent vitamin A
deficiency, continued in 2010 by Keith West, Rolf Klemm and Alfred Sommer.
Last month we published a commentary on vitamin A by John Mason, Ted Greiner,
Roger Shrimpton, David Sanders and Joshua Yukich (also above), updating the story.
Responses so far, and conciliatory statements made by upholders of current practice,
suggest that the long awaited shift to food-based policies, always advocated by the UN
Food and Agriculture Organization, may at last now really take place. Claudio Schuftan
of the People’s Health Movement writes:
John Mason, Ted Greiner, Roger Shrimpton, David Sanders, Joshua Yukich, you have
done public health nutrition a favour... Well done everybody involved. Michael Latham
would have been proud of you.

Graham Lyons of the University of Adelaide writes:
Congratulations to John Mason and his co-authors for ‘Vitamin A policies need rethinking’
in the International Journal of Epidemiology, and their commentary in World Nutrition . This
builds on Michael Latham’s incisive ‘The great Vitamin A fiasco’ published in WN in 2010.
These authors discuss the problems with the vitamin A capsule programme and argue
persuasively for its curtailment.

And Alan Court, who as former head of programmes at the UN Children’s Fund
knows the lie of the land, with colleagues from the MDG Health Alliance, writes:
The lack of evidence that six-monthly, high doses of vitamin A reduce either child
mortality or vitamin A deficiency, justifies the ‘policy shift’ and ‘prudent phase-over’ that
John Mason and his co-authors urge.

Access Update on vitamin A here
Access Feedback on vitamin A here
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